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Abstract 
 
As part of our research on designing computer-based systems for organizing materials, 
we have conducted several qualitative and quantitative investigations of tabletop use both 
with and without technology.   We are interested in exploring more flexible metaphors 
for organizing materials, such as an informal "pile"-based metaphor, in a collaborative 
setting around a tabletop.  Our goal is to provide more casual, flexible systems for 
everyday users. 
 
Research Vision 
 
We envision that there might be abundant opportunities for interaction on post-desktop 
surfaces that may include tables in public spaces, offices, homes, and schools.  We hope 
that new interfaces for such surfaces will be flexible and fluid enough for novices and 
experts to use, and that they will easily support collaboration. We hope that the unique 
properties of tables will be taken advantage of, including allowing people to comfortably 
move or sit around a large surface in a setting they are familiar with in everyday life. We 
also hope the computer's capabilities are employed, for example, by creating additional 
space by altering the size of images and by distorting them.  We envision utilization of 
the computer for archiving images, logging actions, and representing multiple versions of 
images and image groupings. This approach will allow for novel uses, particularly 
informal group activities, including the sharing of stories and memories. 
 
In workplaces, schools, and homes, electronic materials are increasingly used in 
information-rich collaborative projects; however, current tools to help categorize such 
materials are typically constraining or nonexistent. As more users bring their own pre-
existing electronic collections to a project, and as electronic content collected throughout 
a project becomes increasingly essential to a successful task outcome, this need for 
appropriate and powerful categorization systems will increase.  Currently, when users 
organize non-electronic materials, such as photographs, they use techniques ranging from 
flexible methods, such as creating loose piles, to very structured approaches.  Current 
computer-based collaborative systems only support the more rigid methods in which an 
inflexible classification system, such as file folders, must be set up early in the 
organization phase of the task.  In addition, the majority of organizational tools are 
designed only for a single user.  We envision computer-based tools and metaphors that 
can support less rigid organizational methods in a collaborative environment. 
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  Figure 1:  Subjects working with film            Figure 2:  Subjects working with digital   
  photographs on traditional table                    photographs around computer table in 
                                                                              the iRoom    

 
Workshop Issues 
 
By helping to organize this workshop, we hope to facilitate a gathering of researchers 
who are interested in exploring collaborative tabletop environments, and in forming a 
shared understanding of the major questions, gaps, and issues in this area.  Subjects that 
may be interesting to discuss include: 

• New tabletop interface metaphors and interaction techniques. 
• Exploration of task domains and user groups that might best benefit from shared 

tabletops. 
• Innovative input devices that support collaboration. 
• Obstacles and special needs to overcome. 
• Experiences others have had in both qualitative and quantitative research studies. 

 
Current Research Direction 
 
As groundwork for designing flexible computer-supported organizational tools, we have 
been conducting a series of experiments to study how people organize photographic 
materials.  We have performed these experiments on a traditional physical table as well 
as on a computer table.  One of the core interaction metaphors we are extending onto the 
computer tabletop is the pile metaphor introduced by Mander [5] and  Malone [6].  
 
Our computer table, the iTable, is bottom projected and has a 3-by-4-foot display 
embedded in a wooden rim of a conference table.  The iTable is part of the iRoom [4], a 
prototype interactive workspace located in the Computer Science Building at Stanford 
University.  We are currently using  eBeam ultrasonic pens as input devices. 

 
In a recent study, we explored how people collaboratively organize photographs on a 
traditional table (figure 1) and on a computer table (figure 2) with a work area of the 
same size.  
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We first observed pairs of users organizing a set of conventional photographs on a 
conventional table. We had the subjects work with photographs (still frames) from the 
movie "The Wizard of Oz" (1939), which all subjects had seen.  By using a set of 
photographs with strong characters, places, themes and a narrative storyline that all of 
our subjects were familiar with, we were able to simulate, in a controlled setting, a 
typical task situation in which people organize photos of personally familiar people and 
events with other people familiar with the material. We then had the same subjects 
organize a different set of still frames from the movie on our computer table, for which 
we had implemented a simple pile-based organizing facility. This tool was not a 
comprehensive photo-organizing system that could handle input, output and files.  Our 
tool was built specifically to test the use of piles. We collected videos of the sessions, 
logs of captured interactions, and surveys that each subject completed. We are currently 
analyzing the results of these studies [3]. 
 
We are particularly interested in the issues of image grouping, relationships, annotation, 
multi-tiered categorization, ordering of images, visual representations, space usage, 
collaboration support, control and contention among users, orientation, rotation, support 
for the separation of private and public spaces, and special interactions to support piles 
on a tabletop. 
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